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 the ambition of our 
team is to dynamise the 
development of Polish 

electromobility and 
build a green future for 

generations. the solutions 
we design are in line with the 
uN Climate Goals. the era of 
fossil fuels is not over yet, but 

energy independence built 
on the basis of renewable 
energy sources is gaining 
strategic importance both 
for individual customers, 

businesses and entire 
countries.

Elimen specializes in 
the design and popularization of 
technologies that meet the needs 
of sustainable development, such 
as electric vehicles and energy 
storage. Examples of projects car-
ried out by the company include 
solutions for municipal trans-
port, the construction industry 
and motor sport. It is also energy 
storage that can be combined 
into distributed systems and the 
ȡǐǮƺż٩ǵ�ʿǮǵǿ� ǫǮǐƕƂǵǵƣǐǆřƺ� ǵȧǵǿƂǃ�
for diagnostics, repair and bal-
ancing of battery packs in elec-
ǿǮƣŶ�ȠƂƞƣŶƺƂǵ٥�ʮƂ�Ŷǐǃǫřǆȧ٩ǵ�Ɩǐřƺ�
is to create unusual solutions in 
its R&D base and adapt them 
to mass production with foreign 
partners.
-ǿƂřǃ�ǐƕ�ǫƂǐڬƺƣǃƂǆ�=ǮǐȈǫ�ƣǵ�ř*ړ
ple with diverse, complemen-
ǿřǮȧ� ƂȦǫƂǮƣƂǆŶƂǵ٥�ʮƂ� řǃŵƣǿƣǐǆ�
of our team is to dynamise the 
development of Polish electro-
ǃǐŵƣƺƣǿȧ� řǆż� ŵȈƣƺż� řڬ ƖǮƂƂǆ� ƕȈ-
ǿȈǮƂ� ƕǐǮ� ƖƂǆƂǮřǿƣǐǆǵ٥�ʮƂ� ǵǐƺȈ-
tions we design are in line with 
ǿƞƂ�¨i��ƺƣǃřǿƂ�=ǐřƺǵ٥�ʮƂ�ƂǮř�
of fossil fuels is not over yet, but 
energy independence built on 
the basis of renewable energy 
sources is gaining strate-
gic importance both for 
individual customers, 
businesses and entire 
countries,” says Cezary 
Klimont, president of 
Elimen Group.
Elimen plans to increase its 
capital by PLN 8 million in the 
ƕǐǮǃ� ǐƕ� řǆ� ǐʰƂǮ� ƕǐǮ� řڬ ƺƣǃƣǿƂż�
number of selected investors. 
ʮƂ� ƕȈǆżǵ� ǐŵǿřƣǆƂż� ǿƞřǆƵǵ� ǿǐ�
ǿƞƂ� ǵǿřǮǿƣǆƖ� ǮǐȈǆż� ǐƕ� ʿǆřǆŶ-
ing will be allocated to scaling 
its sale of products - especially 
drives and energy storage, as 
well as expansion of the ma-
chine park and the purchase of 
components, which will allow it 
to increase production. Accord-
ing to conservative estimates, by 
2025 the company's turnover is 
to exceed PLN 50 million.
“Solutions for sustainable de-
velopment are not only long-
term, but are also needed here 
and now. In addition, Elimen, 
by creating original concepts, 
actively collaborates with many 
Polish companies, helping 
to build the strength of Pol-
ish business in the world,” says 
eȈƵřǵȱ��ƺƣŶƞƂȡƣŶȱ٠�ǫǮƂǵƣżƂǆǿ�ǐƕ�
the Assay Group, which has in-
vested in Elimen Group.
ʮƂ� Ŷǐǃǫřǆȧ٩ǵ� ǫǐǮǿƕǐƺƣǐ� ƣǆ-
ŶƺȈżƂǵ�řڬǆȈǃŵƂǮ�ǐƕ�ǮƂřżȧڋǃřżƂ�
and proven proprietary designs, 
such as electric drive motors, 
control systems, BMS (Battery 
Management Systems), and 

home and industrial energy 
storage. Elimen Group also cre-
ates custom-made solutions. All 
this thanks to the work of its 
own team of constructors and 
supply chains.
“Prototypes of our devices are 
assembled and tested in our lab-
oratory and in the dynamom-
eter test room. In turn, scaling 
up production takes place on 
ƂȦǿƂǮǆřƺ� ǮƂǵǐȈǮŶƂǵ٥� ÁǐǮƵƣǆƖ�
ȡƣǿƞ� řڬ ǆȈǃŵƂǮ� ǐƕ� �ǐƺƣǵƞ� Ŷǐǃ-
panies, we create products of 
ǿƞƂ� ƞƣƖƞƂǵǿ� ɜȈřƺƣǿȧ٥� ʮƂȧ� řǮƂ�
entirely based on technological 
solutions developed by Elimen. 
ʮƣǵ�ǃǐżƂƺ�ǐƕ�ǐǫƂǮřǿƣǐǆ�řƺƺǐȡǵ�
us not only to better respond 
to the needs of Polish and for-
eign contractors, but also to 
support the development 
of the domestic econo-
my,” says �ǮȱƂǃȧǵǂřȡ�
�ǐȱǃȧǵǂǐȡƣŶȱ٠� �ƞƣƂƕ�
*ǆƖƣǆƂƂǮ� rʴŶƂǮ� řǿ�
Elimen Group.

First: innovative engines
ʮƂ� řȈǿǐǃǐǿƣȠƂ� ƣǆżȈǵǿǮȧ� ƣǵ� ǐǆƂ�
of the foundations of Polish ex-
ǫǐǮǿǵ� �ڋ ƣǆ� ǿƞƂ� ʿǮǵǿ� ƞřƺƕ� ǐƕ� �רשקש

alone, domestic companies 
from the automotive, 
trailer and semi-trailer 
manufacturing sector 
sold goods and servic-

es worth almost PLN 
88 billion abroad. Sales 

increased by 40% year-
on-year, driven in some 
measure by the expan-
sion of the electromo-
bility sector in Poland.
ʮƂ� Ɩƺǐŵřƺ� ǐȈǿƺǐǐƵ� ƣǵ�
ȠƂǮȧ� ǫǮǐǃƣǵƣǆƖڬ��٥ǆȈǃ-
ber of countries see electro-
ǃǐŵƣƺƣǿȧ�řǵ�řڬƵƂȧ�ǿǐǐƺ�ƕǐǮ�żƂŶřǮ-
bonizing transport. In 2021, over 

5.5 million electric cars will ap-
pear on roads around the world 
and the value of the e-mobility 
market will reach $244 billion. 
Such dynamic development of 
global electromobility will result 
ƣǆ� ǮƂřŶƞƣǆƖ� řڬ ƺƂȠƂƺ� ǐƕ� -�ǃƣƺקק
lion zero-emission cars as early 
as 2040, according to the latest 
report published by Bloomberg 

New Mobility Finance dur-
ƣǆƖ� �rש�� ƣǆ� =ƺřǵƖǐȡ٥�

Elimen wants to join 
this strong trend.
�rǆړ řڬ żřƣƺȧ� ŵřǵƣǵ٠� ȡƂ�
design drive systems for 
ǃřǆȧ� żƣʰƂǮƂǆǿ� ƣǆżȈǵ-

tries - from the automotive 
industry to the construction, 
marine or defense industry. 
ʮǮƂƂ�ȧƂřǮǵ�řƖǐ٠�ȡƂ�ǃřżƂ�řڬǵǿǮř-
tegic decision to develop our 
own drives, due to the negligi-
ble market availability of drive 
systems that maintain their real 
parameters under operating 
conditions. Our goal is to pro-
vide the customer with data and 

simulation models to make 
the right purchasing de-

cisions,” says Daniel 
�ƺƣȡƵř٠��ƞƣƂɝ�¡ƂŶƞǆǐƺ-
ǐƖȧ� rʴŶƂǮ� řǿ� *ƺƣǃƂǆ�
Group.

Electric buses, batteries 
for electric vehicles, battery 

management systems and elec-
tric motor control - increasingly 
such products and services meet 

the needs of foreign contractors, 
especially in countries where the 
popularity of electric vehicles is 
growing rapidly.
“Electromobility is entering the 
ȡǐǮƺż�ǐƕ�ǃǐǿǐǮǵǫǐǮǿڋ��ƣǿ�ƣǵ�řڬƕřŶǿ٥�
For example, Formula E, which 
uses only electric vehicles, has 
been growing in popularity for 
several years. Electric sports cars 
are characterized not only by eco-
logical values, but also less unrelia-
ble due to their design,” adds Kuba 
�ǮȱȧƖǐǇǵƵƣ٠� Ǯřƺƺȧ� żǮƣȠƂǮ٠� ȡǐǮƺż�
runner-up and multiple Polish 
champion, for whom Elimen has 
ǫǮƂǫřǮƂż� řڬ ǵǫƂŶƣřƺ� ƂƺƂŶǿǮƣŶ� żǮƣȠƂ�
ȡƣǿƞ�řڬŶřǫřŶƣǿȧ�ǐƕקקר��D�٥
�ʮƂړ *ƺƣǃƂǆږǵ�ǃǐǿǐǮ� ǿƞřǿ� Iڬ ǿƂǵǿ�
exceeds the parameters of other 
electric drives currently available 
ǐǆ� ǿƞƂ� ǃřǮƵƂǿ٥� Iڬ řǃ� żƂƺƣƖƞǿƂż�
with the possibilities of my elec-
ǿǮƣŶ�ŶřǮڔ٠�řżżǵ��ǮȱȧƖǐǇǵƵƣ٠�ȡƞǐ�ƣǵ�
the ambassador of the campaign 
"Electromobility - green light for 
the climate."

�ƂŶǐǆżٟ�ƂʴŶƣƂǆǿ�ƂǆƂǮƖȧ�ǵǿǐǮřƖƂ
Elimen Group is increasingly 
marking its presence outside the 
world of electromobility, creat-
ing energy storage - both small 
home appliances and large con-
tainer solutions for industry or 
ǮƂǆƂȡřŵƺƂ� ƂǆƂǮƖȧ� ƕřǮǃǵ٥� ʮƂƣǮ�
modularity allows you to adjust 
ǿƞƂ� ǵǿǐǮřƖƂ� ŶřǫřŶƣǿȧ� ǿǐ� ǵǫƂŶƣʿŶ�
ŶȈǵǿǐǃƂǮ�ǮƂɜȈƣǮƂǃƂǆǿǵ٥

�ÁƂ�żƂǵƣƖǆ�řǆż�ŵȈƣƺż�ȡřǮƂƞǐȈǵƂǵړ
ƕǐǮ� ƞǐȈǵƂƞǐƺżǵ�ȡƣǿƞ� řڬ ǫƞǐǿǐȠǐƺ-
taic installation - thanks to them, 
they can regulate the level of con-
sumption and store the generated 
ƂǆƂǮƖȧ�ƕǐǮ�ƺřǿƂǮ�ȈǵƂ٥�ÁƂ�řƺǵǐ�ǐʰƂǮ�
solutions for enterprises that need 
řǆ�ƂʰƂŶǿƣȠƂ� ǵǐȈǮŶƂ�ǐƕ� ƂǃƂǮƖƂǆŶȧ�
power - as container, modular and 
scalable energy storage based on 
control systems developed by us. 
At the same time, we are working 
ǐǆ�řڬȈǆƣɜȈƂ�ŶǐǆŶƂǫǿ�ǐƕ�żƣǵǿǮƣŵȈǿ-
ed energy storage, which ensures 
energy security, while optimizing 
the consumption of energy from 
ȠřǮƣǐȈǵ�ǵǐȈǮŶƂǵڔ٠�ǵřȧǵ��ǮȱƂǃȧǵǂřȡ�
�ǐȱǃȧǵǂǐȡƣŶȱ٥
Elimen Group engineers create 
tailor-made solutions, provid-
ƣǆƖ� řڬ ǮřǆƖƂ� ǐƕ� żƂǵƣƖǆ� ǵƂǮȠƣŶƂǵ٠�
including full documentation. 
�ǫƂŶƣřƺƣǵǿǵ� řƺǵǐ� ǐʰƂǮ� ƂǆƖƣǆƂƂǮ-
ing consultations that allow you 
ǿǐ� żƂʿǆƂ� ǫǮǐżȈŶǿ� řǵǵȈǃǫǿƣǐǆǵ�
and criteria, so as to create pro-
totypes of products that meet 
the various needs of customers.
ʮƂ�Ŷǐǃǫřǆȧ٩ǵ�ǫƺřǆǵ� ƕǐǮ� ǿƞƂ� ƕȈ-
ture include product licensing. 
By constantly optimizing the 
technologies being developed, 
*ƺƣǃƂǆ�ȡřǆǿǵ�ǿǐ�ŵƂŶǐǃƂ�řڬǫřǮǿ-
ǆƂǮ� ƣǆ� ǿƞƂ� ʿƂƺż� ǐƕ� ƣǆǆǐȠřǿƣȠƂ�
solutions for electromobility 
producers and people looking 
for modern solutions related to 
energy management.
ʮƂ�Ŷǐǃǫřǆȧ٩ǵ�żƂȠƂƺǐǫǃƂǆǿ�ǃřȧ�
be much faster than in many 
other industries, because both the 
electromobility market and the 
energy storage market will grow 
almost exponentially. Accord-
ing to the International Energy 
Agency (IEA), the global increase 
in energy production from renew-
able energy sources in 2050 will 
be 250% higher than it is now, and 
then it will be the most important 
source of energy. Additionally, 
the analyses of Bloomberg NFE 
show that by 2040 as much as 80% 
of newly sold cars will be electri-
cally powered.
Elimen wants to get the most 
out of this business pie.
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Elimen's team

Electric rally car equipped by ELIMEN


